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Universal IR WiFi RF 433MHz Remote Control Avatto S16 Pro TUYA - Your smart home controller
 Forget about stacks of remotes for your TV, blinds, garage door, air conditioning, or lighting. Avatto S16 Pro is a universal remote control
that  will  replace  all  others,  providing  you  with  convenience  and  space  saving.  It  guarantees  fast  and  precise  communication  with
equipment via infrared at a distance of up to 10 meters. What's more, it supports the dedicated TUYA/ Smart Life app, so you can control
your devices remotely using your phone or tablet. The remote control is distinguished by its robust design and handles great in almost
any conditions!
  
 
Compatible with a wide range of devices
 Avatto  S16  Pro  supports  both  RF433  and  RF315  frequencies,  which  means  it  is  compatible  with  most  devices  on  the  market.  The
expanded IR code library covers more than 5000+ IR devices, such as TVs, air conditioners, set-top boxes, fans and lights. About 98% of
remote control devices on the market work with 433 and 315 MHz protocol, so S16 Pro is an indispensable tool for smart home control.
With S16 Pro you save space and gain the convenience of controlling various devices with one controller!
  
 
Smart home - Alexa, turn off the lights
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 The  remote  control  supports  2.4  GHz Wi-Fi  connectivity,  which  allows  you to  remotely  control  your  devices  with  your  smartphone or
tablet. Once connected to the app, you can use smart assistants such as Amazon Echo Alexa or Google Home and control the appliances
in your home with simple voice commands. This is an extremely convenient solution that frees you from having to use a remote control
or  other  controller.  Avatto  S16  Pro  is  a  convenient,  future-proof  solution  that  allows  you  to  manage  your  smart  home  easily  and
intuitively.
  
 
Versatile control with stable signal
 The Avatto S16 Pro offers an infrared range of up to 10 meters, allowing you to control your devices even from the farther end of the
room.  Equipped  with  omni-directional  infrared  transmitters,  it  provides  a  stable  signal  and  fast  response.  This  means  greater
convenience and flexibility in controlling devices in your home.
  
 
Robust design
 The  device  operates  over  a  wide  temperature  range  (0℃  to  60℃)  and  can  handle  high  humidity,  making  it  great  for  a  variety  of
conditions. As a result, you can be sure that the Avatto S16 Pro will work smoothly no matter where you need it.
  
 
Share access
 The remote control allows easy operation by other family members as well. In the mobile app, you can allow other household members
access  to  manage their  devices.  By opting for  Avatto  S16 Pro,  you will  make your  home,  even more functional  and friendly  for  all  its
inhabitants. Bring innovation into your life and indulge in the convenience that smart technology offers.
  
    Model S16 Pro  Product size Ø65*21mm  Power input DC 5V/1A (Micro USB2.0)  Infrared frequency 38KHz  RF frequency RF433+RF315 
Infrared range ≤10 meters  Wi-Fi protocol 2.4 GHz  Wi-Fi standard IEEE 802.11 b/g/n  Operating temperature range 0℃-60℃  Operating
degree Humidity range 0-95%RH    

Preço:

Antes: € 23.001

Agora: € 21.50

Casa inteligente, Intelligent Home Control
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